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Averill Park's Phil Caruso reflects on Hollywood life
Society of Camera Operators awards still photographer lifetime achievement honor
Paul Grondahl Updated 9:17 pm, Tuesday, February 7, 2017
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Phillip Caruso on the White House set of "Olympus Has Fallen." (Courtesy Phillip Caruso)

Averill Park
Photographer Phil Caruso, of Averill Park, has spent 35 years working on movie sets.
He silently positions himself just out of range when cameras are rolling, behind the
cinematographer's shoulder, trying to capture lightning in a bottle through a Leica lens during the
ineffable alchemy between actors.
He made still images during the scenes with screen legends Marlon Brando and Robert DeNiro in
their only film together, "The Score" (2001). He photographed Tom Hanks running through Vermont,
New Hampshire and Maine during one marathon Sunday for the cross-country jogging sequence in
"Forrest Gump" (1994). He shot stills of DeNiro and Dustin Hoffman acting in "Wag the Dog," a dark
political satire directed by Barry Levinson that wrapped in a remarkably compressed 30-day shoot.
It's Caruso's work you see on giant movie posters at the cineplex and in promotional images that run
in newspapers and magazines.
He's worked on dozens of feature films with a stellar list of directors, including Martin Scorsese,
Francis Ford Coppola, Ron Howard, Robert Zemeckis and Terry Gilliam. For the past three years, he's
gravitated to television series that film in New York City, including "Blindspot," "The Affair" and "The
Blacklist."
His deepest creative collaborations have been with Scorsese and DeNiro, with whom he worked for
many years across the span of 25 movies. They're known as Marty and Bob to Caruso, who also
served as DeNiro's on-call photographer for years at many appearances with the Oscar winner.
On Saturday, Caruso, 60, will receive a still photographer lifetime achievement award from the
Society of Camera Operators at a black-tie affair in the Loews Hollywood Hotel. Michael Keaton will
receive the Governor's Award.
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He's been having an out-of-body experience
reviewing thousands of film images for a
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retrospective of his work that will be shown at the
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awards ceremony. "Oh, my God, I've been doing
this so long I've forgotten more than I
remembered," he said. "I've got amazing
memories from all the remarkable people and

travel I've been exposed to, pardon the pun."
Caruso is short, funny and naturally caffeinated. He's been referred to as the class clown on set, a
stand-up comic with a Nikon, Leica, Hasselblad or Fujifilm camera slung around his neck. He
learned when to crack everyone up to relieve tension among cast and crew. He also understands
when he needs to hit the mute button and disappear in plain sight.
"It's about gaining trust and respect," he said. "I try to anticipate and capture moments on the set
and reactions between actors. They have to feel safe and comfortable with me. I'm the observer,
careful not to interrupt that moment between the actors and the director."
In the industry, he's known as "Still Phil."
"Phil's not near the top; he is the top among still photographers," Jane Rosenthal, a film producer
and co-founder with DeNiro of TriBeca Productions film studio in New York, told the Times Union for
a 1996 Caruso profile.
He's credited as a pioneer of digital photography in the film industry, starting in the early 1990s. He's
a self-described technology geek and early adopter. Starting five years ago, he swapped out his
DSLR (digital single-lens reflex) cameras for Nikon and Fujifilm mirrorless digital cameras that work
in silence without a shutter's click — crucial on a set with cameras rolling.
During a New Orleans childhood that resembled "Cinema Paradiso," Caruso was allowed to operate
his father's 16mm film projector starting at age 7. His parents invited friends to the house on
screening nights. His father, Vincent Caruso, an entrepreneur who made documentaries and also ran
a catering hall, died of a heart attack at 41. Phil was 8. His world was shattered. He escaped to the
movies.
"I can remember being blown away by 'The Magnificent Ambersons,' a black-and-white film by
Orson Welles. I analyzed Welles' lighting and angles and how he structured the set. I was 10," Caruso
recalled.

He inherited his father's extensive collection of film and photography equipment. He earned a
bachelor's degree in communications from Loyola University in New Orleans and started a
production company with two buddies in his hometown after graduation. He got his early break with
Howard's creation of Imagine Entertainment and worked on Howard's early movies, including
"Backdraft" (1991). Caruso is still in touch with his New Orleans photography pals. Several will travel
to L.A. to see him receive the lifetime achievement award.
"I'm incredibly proud of Phil receiving this award. It's an endorsement of his accomplishments from
peers in the industry and that means a great deal," said his wife, Kathy Caruso. The couple met on
the set of "The Age of Innocence" (1993), directed by Scorsese. She worked as a production
assistant and several scenes were shot in Troy. They married the following year.
The couple will travel to the Hollywood ceremony with their children: Vincent, a Marist College
sophomore who hopes to become a lawyer; and Sarah, a senior marketing major at Manhattan
College who has an internship at Paramount Pictures in Manhattan, focused on distribution. They
keep it all in the family. Their children's grandfather is Bill Kennedy, novelist and screenwriter, who
lives just down the road in Averill Park.
"Bill writes the scripts, I'm on the production side and Sarah's in distribution," Caruso said.
Roll credits.
TU-Plus Extra
PHIL CARUSO OUTTAKES ON DIRECTORS WITH WHOM HE'S WORKED:
— Francis Ford Coppola: "He treats a set the way he was trained, as a theatrical director. He
considers the actors' performances as primary. He is also technology savvy. I arrived on set of 'The
Rainmaker' with early digital Nikon equipment in '96, I think, and he wanted to construct a website
that would be interactive with the audience in real time engaging with the filmmaker while he was
making the movie. The marketing people said it cost too much, so it never happened. He was dialed
into the digital revolution way ahead of everybody. His daughter Sofia was really young and he
brought her on set and she was really sweet. He had me instruct her on the use of digital cameras.
She was really interested and I'm not surprised she's become a great filmmaker in her own right."

— Ron Howard: "He understands the complete producing end of filmmaking and as each day
progressed, Ron knew if we'd make that day's schedule and certain shots. He had his own list and as
the clock ticked down, he'd say it's already past noon and I know we can't get that shot today. He
knew how to schedule things so he always got the shot he wanted. I worked with him on
'Parenthood' and "Backdraft' and 'Far and Away,' which we shot in 70 millimeter. It was phenomenal.
Now, I see 70 millimeter is coming back."
— Martin Scorsese: "He is the ultimate professional, knowing where everything has to go and how
everything has to happen. I could always go to him with an idea. He was open to new things. It
thrilled me to talk with him about film history and he's always been so approachable and kind."
— Barry Levinson: "We did 'Wag the Dog' and then I did a one-day commercial shoot with Barry and
Al Pacino. We were getting background shots around New York and the camera gear was being
shipped out from L.A. and it never arrived in time. I had the only camera that could shoot video.
Barry, the assistant director and I went all around the city, shooting background footage. It was for
an Italian coffee company to sell to an Australian market. I don't think it ever aired."
— Terry Gilliam: "I worked with him on 'Twelve Monkeys.' His set was surreal and his hands were on
every tooth and nail of the set and costuming and makeup. His attention to detail was phenomenal."
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